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Incorrigibly Plural
The network froze from the wrong kind of snow
so they carved up the sky and franchised the clouds
and tempests of tenders, flurries of offers,
brochures in blizzards descended upon us.
Heavenly companies, flocculent liveries:
Cumulo-Western-Coast
Capital-Nimbo-Link
			

Cirro-Southeastern-Star

gliding like bullet points into the stratosphere,
each with a strategy, mandate, philosophy,
swelling the market of snowflake delivery.
Our cloud is committed to cutting-edge crystals.
The eye of our storm places you at the centre.
Our flakes have been voted the least identical;
from vapour to whiteout they were the most punctual
over the Christmas and New Year period.
In the last fiscal year we shifted a zillion
units of snow, including the state-of-the-art ‘Bendilo’:
dendrical with a hexagonal interlock,
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leading to more compact drifts and an authentic
lacing around a bow window. And each metric tonne
of precipitate fun comes with a free scarf
and a kit for the kiddies of snowman accessories:
a carrot, some coal from a genuine steam train,
a pipe, a fedora, a handful of pebbles
for studding a smile into his blank face
like the one we’re committed by charter to place
upon yours.
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In Memoriam Tsutomu Yamaguchi (19162010)
A man whom both the waters and the wind,
In that vast tennis-court, have made the ball
For them to play upon...
- William Shakespeare, Pericles

General Groves smacked balls around the court
to stop the thought recurring: will it work?
Tibbets badged his plane with his mother’s name,
the superego’s superfortress cradling its Little Boy
and Oppie’s heart was plucked out by the God of Trinity
who battered it and burnished it and pinned it to his breast.
And all the while the hibakusha waited
for the flash of maths so erudite it passed
clean through their understanding, lodging in the marrow
where it ran down every body clock to nought.
But Yamaguchi-san, the luckiest of luckless men,
sidestepped it all despite the ticket in his hand
that took him from Ground Zero to Ground Zero,
moving through the crowds of citizens
who gathered up their skins and draped their limbs
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like silent senators in togas of themselves,
and swaddled in twelve years of bandages,
he lived two times to tell the tale.
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